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Preface

Cultural Activites for the Deaf is a collection of 7 papers selected
from those presentad at the Fifth Congress of the World Federation of
the Deaf, Warsaw, 1967. These papers were collected and compiled by
the Alexander Gra'aam Bell Association for the Deaf, Washington, D. C.
Other collections of papers from the Congress have been compiled and
are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service. Other
collectintle announced in this issue of Research in Education may be
found by consulting the Institution Index under World Federation of the
Deaf or the Subject index under aurally handicapped. Titles of these
other collections are:

Communication Methods for the Hearing Impaired
Diagnosis of Hearing Loss
Education for the Hearing Impaired (Auditorily Impaired)
Psychology of Deafness
Rehabilitation of Hearing
Sociological Aspects of Deafness
Trainfng and Qualifications (Teachers and Workers For the Deaf)
The Very Young Hearing-Impaired Child
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ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES OP THE DEAF

/The paper/

Pox those who cannot hear and thus are not in full

contact with the world around the acting is the most rer-

sultsnt moans to meet the insufficiency of these contacts.

Therefore it may not be considered accidental that

a pronounced striving for any form of the theatrical art

is observed among the deaf('

.. It is the wide scope gained by the amateur talent

activities among the deaf in our country that servea in

support of.this striving; Amateur theatre groups and

teams at various offices, enterprises and educational

institutions concentrate talented people and afford them

any mportunity for daveloment of their gifts.

An exclusive attention is paid by the Central Board

of.All4bAssia Society of the Deaf to the amateur talent

activities and conditions favourable for this work are

created everywhere. Multi-round reviews of amateur

talents are organized by the Central Board every two years

and the winners are awarded diplomas. To improve the



qualifications of amateur talent associations and groups'

instructors, special ueurses are organised which cultural

workers from every corner of the country come to attend*

They have an oppottunity during the courses to hear

a series of lectures in stage acting, staging, make-up,

theatre history, etc0

The repeated reviews of amateur talents confirmed

clearly the existing opinion regarding the outstanding

acting capacities of the deaf and suggested an idea to

the Central Board of establishing a 'special theatre studio

where talented youtb may be trained to become professio

nal actors*

Such studio was establipihed in Moscow in 19580

One of the biggest theatre higher educational.

institutions of the country, B014Schoukin Theatre ISchool

of Vakhtangov Theatre, has undertaken to help the studio*

Guided by tha gchnal"a hruly ni" tAnnhAra under itA direllt018,

BZ*Zahava, RSFSR Peoples' tatist, the future actors Ilave

been professionally trained in accerd1nce with the require-,

meats of the Schoukin School's curriculum*

In April 1963 Moscow Theatre Studio of Mimicry and

Gesture, the first and the only one theatre of deaf actors,

wab founded on the basis of the first graduation of the

school*

. There is no doubt that the principle and primary

task of tbe similar theatre company is to serve the deaf

and communicate to them the aesthetic pleasure conveyed

to the.man by the theatrical arts, to educate them ideolo

gically and culturally*

The theatre is also of undoubted interest to the

commonespectator as the language of gesture on its stage

is developed to the maximum plastic expressiveness, the

elements of pantomime are widely employed in its performan-

ces and; into the bargain the actors' mute speech is

masterully reproduced by dubbing actors through an audio

system,
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For three and a half years of its existence the

Theatre of Mimicry and Gesture went on tour to over.%

towns of the Russian Federation and Union Republi,cso

_Over five hundred thousand spectators have seen its

performances and 13 new productionso The Theatre's

performances have had permanent success and pumerous and

quite gavourable press reviews are good.indications of

....

The theatre's company, seventeen at the beginnings

was soon added by young actors of the Studio's second

year graduation and is 30 nowo

.The number of actors,in the company will be further

increaSed as in the current year a new admission to the .

studio has been announced and another sixteen.have.present-

ly started the course of training for stage actinge.

-Apart fro* the fact that the Theatre's company .

presents a variety of brisht talents a number of features

generally typical of the majority of deaf actors are

observed in,it; They have the very rare capacity to play

a,broad range of parts, from deeply dramatical to stark

comedian, enjoying equal success, a very delicate and

peculiar feeling of ianer rhythms* deep emotions ands of

course, plasticily0

. The mentioned features of the company afford an

opportunity not only to include dancingsfencing and panto-

mine into performances, but they have also suggested the

idea to ptoduce a separate pantomime performance under

the name of "There.lived people" on the motive of the

early stories by MAorkys which-have brought the Theatre

a number of artistic feats* .

The plasticity and expressiveness of deaf actors

are to-play an essential part in the speech education of

deaf spectatorso

The Theatrical stage with its ability of making

every gesture beantifuls efficient; exact and always to

the point should be a school of correct language for

people using mimic speecho



Ifte creative connection between the teachers,

followers of the VaightangovSohool and their former pupils,

now actors, has prooved to be strong() Former teachers

are now carrying out direction of the Theatre and they are

its leading producemso It is due to this that the new

theatre 4ompany follows in its oreative activities the best

traditions of Russian realistic arto

,
Ls a rule the staging of plays is done iollowing the

principle of the best discovevy Of the actors' individual

abilities6 Scenery and costumes aro designed, though not

at.the.expense of the oolour, in.suah a way that they do

not interfere with the righ understanding of gesture and

remove any excess of useless accessories preventing the

spectator fiom seeing the mimicry of actorso, .. L.

Choice-of the repertoire is guided by the Theatres

main task, ioa-cp ideological and aesthetic education of gOec

tatars'o.. itt the same time plays of the repertoire.should

facilitate the discovery.of the actors° abilitietio It is

due to these reasons that the Theatr9's repertoireAa diver

sifiedo On its playbills on ciin catdh sight of sudh names

as "Life and Crime of Anton Shelestov" by G;liedinsky and

INTökarev, "Battle with. Shadow" by Volery Tour all are

works by soiriet platiwrights, "Lev GourichSinitdhkin", an

old classical vaudeville by Dalensky, "Perfidy and Love" by

PAlchiller; the "Twelfth 11400" by &Shakespeare and Vedicin

talgr6 lui" by MblifIre*

.
"Cinderella";'stage composition after the play-by To

Gabble and.fila script by Elg,Shvartz, nledorosl" by D;PonVisin

and.'!Two maples", a fairy tale by 3102hvartz ar0 the'wOrks

which are shownlv the Theatre to the children audience'0.

The signularity and originality of the theatre afford

its coMapny an opportunity to interpoete ohakaaters of the

classical and soviet drama in the new manner-vand through the

language of gestures and open fog them a broad way of creative

search()

Theatre of deep emotions and great passions, this is

how its future creative character is seen nowo
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HOW CAN ONEDEVELOP THE ESTHETIC

EXPERIENCES OF THE DEAF CHILD?

/The paper/

What is an esthetic experience? We can say that it is

that which we experience when we come in contact with.aie

artis4c values that society has to offer. Our society has

much to offer. Our society has much to offer in the way of

ar6istic:values. We have literature, pictorial art /pain-

ting etc,/ mueic and drama, to name a few. The normally

Aqn{pped person is able to gain esthetic experiennes from

these art forms, but can the deaf persan also have these

experiences?

We must'first look at what the deaf person cannot ful-

ly participate in. One can probably say that few people

born deaf can receive any great pleasure, for instance,

from literature. The language is too difficult. Poetry al-

so gives great esthetic pleasure to those who possess a

sufficiently developed language to un.derstand and apprecia

te its meaning. But a deaf person will generally not be

able tu enjoy this literary form, as he lacks a sufficien7

tly developed language.

When it comes to music, it is obvious that one cannot

enjoy what one does not hear. Some will say that the deaf

person acknowledges rhythm, thereby experiencing mrsic as

rhythm. But is experiencing the rhythm enough to obtain an

esthetic experience? If everything but the rhythm of a Bee-

thoven symphony, for example, is taken away, what is left

of the composition to give an esthetic experience? I believe
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we can,say almost not1ing3

The theatre also has little to offer the deaf person.

First --kt all, dramatic Lang:LI:age is very diffiault and fo-

reign to one who is not familiar with its usageo Secondly,

it,is very difficult, if not,impossible, ta read fram the

lips of an actor.

Can we find then, anything of artistic value for those

who cannot hear? We shall look at two art forms, pictorial

art /including films/ and pantomime, which,.I believe, are

capable of enriching:the life of a deaf person.

First I must emphasize the importance of vision to one

who lacks hearing. It is through:vision that appreciation

of art is made possible to a deaf person, as the vision is

the one connection he has with the outside world, and it

also serves as an entrance into the inner life of such a

person.

The two art farms mentioned are visual forms which are

visually perceived by the dee childo Early in life he co

mes in contact with pictorial art. But even then he is suf-

fering from his handicap, bec;ause his lack of hearing puts

him at a disadvantage in learningo Children that can hear

are able to obtain a greater number of concepts and ideas

through hearing a language, and can increaale their know-

ledge and. vocabulatory, therelyy enriching their visual ex-

periences. Due to a better knowledge of the language the

child who can hear has a richer imagination than the deaf

child. It is important to be aware of this facto In educa-

ting the deaf child one must try to develop its imagination.

It can be observed that the imagination grows as the deaf

child acquires a language, whether it is a spdken or a sym .

bolic languageo But theoretical education alone is not ma-

ficient. The deaf child must get an opportunity to draw,

to paint and to experiment with moulding clay himselfo It

is important that the assigned work correspondc tl tho

child's level of maturity and. personality, because whop tha

child draws or paints an object, the result not only re

fleets that which he copies, but it also contains elements



of_ his own. person_a1ity.1 If deaf children0receive an edu--
cation:which_takes .their individual qualities into _consi4.
deration, one will notice _that ,they develop and make_ use
_of their visual advailtagegs,_and.may. even become superior
to children wi:bh normal hearing.

_Some people would. probably stop here and be satis-
fied, with the results arrived. at In my opinion :bhat
be an error. Beeides being able to produce a good, yuprk of
art , a deaf c4ild should also get acquainted :with picpo-
rial art. First he should learn about national .art, _and_
then about 'the world art., It, should not be expected that
by showing a deaf .child..reproductions or by taking _him to
museums, the esthetic.experiences will arrive by themselves.

child._is:to obtain full benefit, he must get.syste-
matic education.

The deaf child should be.introduced to the_various
"-isms". He should.learn about:the famous artists and be-
come. familiar .with the correlation,that usually exists be-
tween a particular ,work of art and _the _epoch in_which _it is
produced. He should also learn :about, colours and how pic-
tures are constructed etc .0 This is what is called art.. bistory.

One probably should not.begin too early with tl:tis _type
of education. It would seem to be preferable to wait until
the.c4ild starts wondering .and. asking, for instance, why a
certain picture is the way it is.

For the past eight. years I have included art .hist_ory as
a part of the curriculum at our school, and in my opinion_
it has proven to be of great value. My teaching method con-
sists of showing slides and.reproductions, and of visits to
the museums. First I lecture about the artist, and then we
look at reproductions .and. slides and. discuss the various. pie-
tures. I try to help the students discover and. understand
that which characterizes an' artist's work; and the epoch he
represents. Only by creating something themselves and. by
being influenced by the art of others, will .the students
obtain the most valuable esthetic experiences.

Film is probably the art form that most deaf people come



in contact with. Most of the films that are shown here
ill Norway have subtitles due to :the fact that they are
foreign made '0 Norway has a, relatively small Mm inda-
stry and must therefore import foreign films.... Of course
the deaf children in Norway will benefit from seeing
films.. But films are more than living pictures with.
subtitles. They are picture stories construe:bed aft,er
certain. principles and rules. This is something that
a deaf person will not discover by himself'. If he. is to
get fu3.1 benefit from a film; he must have sOme know-
ledge of films and. film making'. He ,should be introduced
to,. and learn about, camera techhique; mounting; cut-
ting and methods of. opergtion

In the near future :the compulsory educational pro-
gram of deaf children is going ,to be lengthened. New. .

subjects will then.be introd.uced.; and I hope that know-
ledge of films will be among ,the new subjects of the
program for deaf sch9o3ts'. Not only should .the. students
receive knowledge about film makings, they should also
get the opportunity.to make some short films themselves,'

The other art form to be mentioned in this connec-
tion; is pantomime'. What is pantomime? In order to an...
swer that ,question I woul.dlike to quote the well-known

'Polish theatre direc:por; Henryk Tomaszewski; of the.
Wroclaw Pantomime Theatre.. He once saidg "A pantomime
is a battle in which the trUth fights with itself'. In
pantomime we take. off the mask which we usually weetto'

Then we are) really ourselves, .acting directly from the
human organism and its functions, from the body, from .the
respiration and from the muscles ete.7

:When we recognize the difficulties of the deaf chil-
dren in identifying themselves, something that Dr.' Terje..
Basilier has.pointed. out, we will 'understand that in..pan:4
tomime we have a means to develop the personalities of
such children.

Some people, probably will says "But. the deaf children
know this'. They do not need to learn anything .about pan



tomime. They know-it already." I have my .doubts about the-
correctness of such a statement.. At our school. I have oc-
casionally given the students eiercises. of a pantomimic_na-
ture; and I have then observed, that they begin using the
conventional sign language/ rather than expressing them.'..

selves.by way of pantoraime: I believe that it is very imff.
portalit.. to teach the deaf children, as early as possible;
to use, pantomime ..in expressing themselves.. They should. be
trained to.do this all through,the school years: Since .

pantomime can be suck a valuable means for deaf chi.ldren
in expressing their thoughts and feelings; they ought to.
get :.the..opportunity to see pantomime performed by profes-
sional actors. .

I .want .to _emphasize one tbire... What we show the deaf
ch4dren of pictorial art,and. pan:bomime must..be good; arti-
stically good:.:Since .there, are. only a few ways to influence
deaf children; the influences must be of the _very best

,

qtality
To sum it all up,. I would 3Iike to say that many of the

art_ forms which give people with .normal hearing. esthetic-
experiences , mean: lit:ble or nothing .,to the-deaf. However, ,
two art forms , pictorial art and. pantomime ; can give deaf
people great esthetic experiences:. But for .this.to happen
it is essential that one begins with the._ deaf children'..-
They must be taught syy4ematically to receive the values
that these two art forms have to offer.. Since it can be .

so valuable for the childrens' personal development; it is
important that the ,two art forms be approved as part of the
new school program for deaf children.
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MARKS ON PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION THROUGH
Ain IN SCHOOLS-FOR DEAF CHILDREN

paPer/ _

Arl.m educaj.onal .contribution toward the develo ment
OSiiith onto tionaLlife a a

`childc'n: 1
4 .

^

Dipcussing the role which .art plays-in the life.of .

a deaf -child, one..ought to emphasize-the communicative and
imagination acti.vating func4on of .ar t,. simultaneously
stimulatl.ng tinterest-in-various.manifestations ot life thus
establishing a closer contact with .it; It is apparent.--
tNat-education- through art is extremely important -to-the..-
comprehensive-preparation for life;--The..teacher must-bear
in...mini4:that-everytbing w4.at is being'-done -in a .school.for
deat.431444ren must 12e-subject. to the principal.task which-
is forming of t4inking and development of speech, tia..erefo-
re-c0-lessona-have..:to.be closely correlcited.wih tl;te .

suNepts-taught _in mother tongue classegf;._ .4x the children
grow old9r art-elasses contribute in ever increasing
dearee toward xlevelopme.tnt .01. abstract thinking:

Education.tbmought art -develops--not only .sensitive-.
ness.to works-of:art but firat.of a11 especially.in_.
younger_childpanI-to_the-beauty of surrounding-nature, to
tiOiness.and order., as well-as -to attractiveness ot._
objects of everyday use; Artistic creattvity may also
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appear as a.subsidiary form-of expression of states-and-
,

emotionsp.consideredf of course, as avtransitory form on

the way toward mastering .of thinking and speaking; -..-

-Education.through art exercises considerable influ-

ence on the whole of deaf.child's re4abilitation:.Every.

creative act of a child, as well.as his successful artis-

tic work., must be regarded as having dynamic aspect and

greatly .influencing the-increase of self-assertion:- It -.

has-tremendous importance for deaf.child's psyche andicon-

tributes.towards_establl.shing closer and fuller contact_

with environmente. In order to attain .the aims put before

the.teacher and theichildren - the work must be well

organized.

2; Organization of.woOt.
I

Touching upon organization of work, I.want to take

under consideration, first of alll'the length of so,

called;.."lesson unit" and the amount of hours devoted to

art clasises during a-schoolterm t4M 4ve

Basing upon the experience of multitude.of Peachters,

the slaOrtest unit of time necessary to.organization conti-

nuation and.completion of work.- two."lesson-houre mmst

be.acceped; This.period of time I-cOnsider-as minimum

conditioning:proper conduct of an art lesson: .It is well

known that the teaching process of.other subjects makes

the_dhild_take,-to a greater.or smaller degree, an attitude

of.a-r0o4ver ar.informatOn. L.child either.learns by

heart or.coordinates received.information in order to

arrive finally.to certain conclusions; -_--

During art classes the.child must change.his.

psychical attitu4e of a passive listener to-that (4 an

aative.doer /within own personality/ of values; This-

pro9ess.reuires certain period of time, which, by the

way, depends upom manta; development of.a particular

pup4; In mi.y opinion.the.time, ilecessary to switch.chiles

thoughts*onto new tracks and on new psychical organization,

ii il
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amounts.in.average 13 minuteg6 T#e.lesson 1?egins

introducing the child into the.ptoblems of his _task*. In.-

case of deaf_Dhildren such.i#roduction pmst be so_sugges-

tive as.to.create he-vision of.their-purposeext, tbe .

means:to execute the.task are explained and technicalities

of-the-lesson are prepared; All this work take exactly

about-I5 minutes. and when the-lesson lasts only one --

"lesson unit" /45 minutes/ .there are only 30 minutes left

for the.chileit-own work and its discussion: If we takt

under.consideration that when the child.begins'his york

during the initia1.15 minutes and at the same time must

change his psychical-and-thinking attitude and must bee --
,.

let-us.sayi drawn into actions.then for his.full and effect,'

tive work-only-15 minutcs awe left6. As result the end of-

the lessan.comes when..:the chlid works,7.with the greatest,testo

Therefore many a timep-especially.in lower grades; one-has-

to-tgare,fran mut nhildren their brushes nearly by force_and

then they-begs- "A little-bit lonstec It is still.worse

when the lessOn aonstitutes a concluttioniof a particular

task-and.mbia finished by a discussion ,on performed.. .

wotk....an.highor..grades when during art_lessons the 4rawing

from-nature-is being .taughtp-the time .unit containing two

"lesson-hours" becomes a still .rnoxe important problems

One-has 4-bear in-mind-that in the work of.such-4ind, every

pupil ought_to have at.least 'vso correcO.ons.by.the teacher;,

These-become very difficult.while working with deaf children:

A-dlqf Oild-must s.e e what_the teacher says.. -It is-

being.done-in this way that in.turn-the child's attention

is-dvawn-fldrst to the drawing or rather,to tba faults in

tbe 4rawlpg, then.to the model and finally to teacher's

T4s all makes-thew& lengthy and allowances must

be mde!:fol,..the.limited amount of-aencepts and wrong lip.

meaOluge su4h 4ases it ia.neaessary to use.the blackr.

boecgdo ThU one aureation aatually takes at least 5.minu-

tea0 ,

Ittbe initial .10minutes are devoted to-the-introduc-

tion of the lesson problems and preparation for wotk



/implemepts,..material, etad then.within 35 minutes.one

correction pan be made_for.7 pupils, while the class has

12 to.14. pupils; Uhder sudh condi4ons it is impossible

to make,even one correction for each pupil'. Furthermore-.

4nown.phat the longer, are.the-intervals.7between par-

ticular lessons.the-more the c'hild loses interest and_the

smal1e4.is-his effort in exploiting-his possibilitieg. -

Thus...the introductton of one lessonhour a wedk is_equi-

vaIent.witk.the liquidation.of education thrugh art ,

classes...-This.problem aannot be solved by organizing; as

it-i6 :ionspimes suggested, of art circles, because sueh......

circles group selected children only and the.kost talented

and keenly_intevested.in art, whereas the idea.is to give

ch4dRen aertain amount of knowledge, experience,

habits, ette .

I pay.particular attention to through planning of-.

the.artJegaon And aonsidaming the AmAllAgt AAfinil:_ Mhia

influences not only the.aourse of.the lesson but has L-

important educational values, too'. In my work I distinguish

follo4ng.itens:

1/ accommadatioh and its setuP

2/ naterials and implements

3/ technicalities.of.the lesson and.their-organizatOn

separata accommodation for-art.workshop such as

we .dispose.of at our Instiute is undoubtedly still.a-

dregm of pany a school; The room...is_sufficiently large

wit#,northern-light-Whidh'every-artist,would like.to_havo.

in his stu4io0...There:is a backroom with running water and

an-electric_manger The workahop.roam.is equipped with a- .

blaokb9ard whioh aOnside42 to.be extremely helpful while

working .withAft)af".9hildvene... The children work sitting

at theLr deskso .Thexe.is 61,difroxenca in opinion whePher

they ought to sit'at the desku or stand in front of their

easels.

In.the.famous French Acad4ukie le Jeudi which co.nducts

art olhaaas gQ2 children 5 to 15 years ad, their teacher
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Arno-Stern, an.artist himself, solved this.problem in

the_following.wayt The children work standing in front.

of a.wall to whidh sheets of paper.are pimnede .0olours, -

water.and other implements are placed in the.middle of the
4

studio on a tablee. .This-gives an extra educational value

teac4ng .h.em to participate harmoniously in.common mate-

-This would be however difficult in case.of-deaf

children1 making back and forth between.the paper and

the table.with colours would prevent their concentration

and-make.them soon tired, therefore.the sitting posture .

is.pbe. best for .them.- Sometimes I introduce a womk of a

larger size either.for_individualipuPils or for.a team*

In.sudh-case a.child or children work standing baying at

hand a small table with implements and matarials.

Mbile floor in.my workshop-is-covered with easily wa

shable'and water.resistant tiles.. 1 think.it important

as water.is being gpilled frevently'And colours.drip-aver

the place-in fervour.of creattve zeal; As fax as, materials

andAmplements.-are conserned.the matter of good quality of.

paper., colours. brushes ought .to be emphasized as important

in-chilcImen's_wark:. Good quality material seems to create
.

a-pdychologl.cal necesst4 to have 1.t treated with care and..

comspientiousness.and this is being followed by Mkore serious

approach to he.tadic.-

- the vary first lessons I try to inspire the

poilswith a notion that their and their mates' work is

valuable and ought to be treated with respect; ?or this..

purpose I pay great attention to.cleanliness of bands, neat-

ness of implements and to.00ntrol of movements of arms whidh

are sometimes violent tbought.-lessly crushing and.toldtm5-

Oeets of paper _Then I demonstrate with exaggerated.care

the delioaay in haftdling paper and implements;- Such control

an4 pultuve.ia molmments will be useful for a child both in

school and in_future life;.

Arhen.dvawings axe finished, the children of-the Ilith

and Vth grade paste thca on larger sheets of paper and .



insorpe them 0.th neat signatures0'In-VIth, ITIIth and
VIIIth grades where thsy use.larges Oxes%of-sheOts it

walld be too expensive.to paste.all ths drawings0,.It is

done with.ths best ones what becomes a sort of distinction

in itselft?..... , $ f. a 4f Ao c z

We have to remember.that in future the.children.will

work4n real workshops and factories and.at our.lessons

we-ought.to-impress on their minds certain respect to._ .

materials and implements under their care, neat and care-

ful.execution of.work and sudh habits whiah tyill be so-

important in theiN future pgofession*. As-I havementionedt
the.organization of technicalities has for'its purpose not

only 9reating convnient:working copditions but also deve-

loping the sense of-responsibilityp good.maintenance of

tools; efficiency.and.disciplina;. All this ought-to be

taught frmm the very first lesson of an art class.
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EXIT PROM THE CIRCLE OF SILENCE

(The Paper)

Every person during his whole 1fe is longing and

dreaming about being somebody else, somebody better and more

perfect than he is. Longing for beauty and perfection is

deep inside the man's nature. It might be fulfilled by means

of a wonderful change that accomplishes in a theatre when

one is creating a scene character. One gets free of any

imperfection and looses consciousness of the real state.

In the case of deaf people, due to the pantomine they

created, this wonderful change is achieved and their greatest

desire fulfilled the desire of an exit from the circle of

silence.

"I would like to create a theatre for deaf and heving

people, because a normal theatre is inaccessible for us.

I would like to act in this theatre* I would like everybody

to understand me and I would like to hear once at least the

sound of applaudissements."

These words explain best the reason while a small group

of deaf in OlJztyn created a pantomime theatre. First they wanted

to be all together because in a collective they would feel less

abandoned than among hearing people. So they came to the t.own

hall and then to the istrict House of Culture. They felt nor

mal people, only deaf and they wanted return to hearing people

in order to convince them that they are normal. This was their

aim and I think that due to it the problem of instable personel

does not exist. Seven peroons are members of the group for ten
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years, and nine persons - for eight years, in spite that

they live far away and must come to rehegysals from distant
.1

places.

The environment of hearing people never revaled:Aeep

interest for the deaf. At most they sypatize with them.

But this compassion as painful for the deaf or even humi-

liating.

In the present paper I would like to make use of

examples from the Olsztyn district and the Olsztyn Pantomime

of Deaf, on the basis of my 8 years experience during my

work with deaf people.

The Olsztyn environment is typical for many Polish

towns, and the problems of deaf do not differ from those

which arise everywhere. However, due to the activity of the

Pantomime, the problems of deaf become the center of common

interest and now they are any more typical for other environ-

ments. The activity of the Olsztyn Pantomime overstepped the

limits of playing theatre a long time ago, and it became

a 'unique, unrepeatable phenomenon acting in a wide social

circle.

When, 8 years ago, being a stage manager, I got the post

of the artistic chief 0! the Olsztyn Pantomime which already

eAisted for 2 years, I started reflecting what does the

problem of rehabilitation consist in, and what role can be

played by the artistic factor forming the psyche of the deaf.

Watching this problem in Olsztyn, and having travelled around

Poland, I.can authorotatively ascertain that even most organized

ideal conditions of professional work and the possibilities

of earning someones life do not rehabilitate the hearing of

an invalid as far as the hearing community is concerned. He

still remains for them a deaf wigh all the consequences in

mutual relations. I find that professional work itself Is

not able to bring out the deaf from the circle of silence and

introduce him to the normal community,
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I do not want to be misunderstood I do not depreciate

the problem of productivity and professional revalidation,

but I find that by means of organizing professional work

for the deaf and, hence, by means of ensuring their f.nancial

existence we only create a base for the entire problem of

rehabilitation.

The deaf, working in invalids'cooperatives, in splte

of contacting hearing people, still remain in their locked

and isolated circle. After all, everyday and common living

together in an environment and its contribution to various

matters decide upon the place of a person in the community.

Pull rehabilitation takes place wnen the invalid executes

activities of tasks which according to the opinion of no mal

community are unaccessible and impossible to be done by an inva-

lid. Then, sympathy and compassion turns out into admirarion

ans respect for the hadicapped person which bears consequences

and positives and becomes the simplesto

However, such an achievement or an impossible thing should

be shown to the community in a direct and perceptible way.

The deaf gets full rehabilitation if he, for instance,

dully masters lip reading, if he speaks in a way which is

understandable for everybody. Then, he stops being a cripple

for the environment. Any show and any performance in a theatre

in a theatre (especially the Pantomime and dance) are the

purest form of a universul pronouncement and they create

a platform of a mutual understanding.

But to be sure that the show fulfilled and reached the

intended aim it muat represent high artistic and aesthatic

values and by means of them convince the onlooker and affect him.

Il also must be readable concerning its content and form and

persuasive, and it cannot reveal any sign of a disabled condi

tion. What the onlooker sees on the stage muot exclude his

consciouaness that the performing artis.ds are deaf. If we want

by means of a theatre show reach the aim of an "exit from

the circle of silenceu, I am against the use of the gesture
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language on the stage as this language is artificial

and nonorganic for people and it limits the circle of

onlookers, keeping us still in the output point.

One can create neither a theatre of stammerers or

lisping people nor, in myopinion, of people using the

gesture language, as such a theatre does not present art

and does not fulfil our expectations. The theatre art should

reach the organic elements of any pronouncement, gesture of

mimics, motion, dynamics, expression, colours, internal

rythm up to the elements based on nature phenomena and it

is out of them that the theatre art should draw the power,

means of expression, content and inspirence for its artis-

tical processing, The above cited elements are the essence

of the art of a pantomime and dance, which, drawing expression

means from the or6anic human predisposition, therein a deaf

man too, are also a kind of theatre art which is the

nearest for deaf people from the side of performance as

well as from the side of reception, These are fields of art,

according to Marcel Maeceau "lasting like the time and

grown out of the traditions of folk rites". They have

general human values not limited by any language barriers.

The pantomime is governed by its own laws and its own

wythm based on the internal rythm of the performer, not

limited by any external stimuli. Music in a pantomime is

only its emphasizing not the didacting element. The accom-

paniament which underlines the movement rythm and the

action of the scene, creates an illusion of a full concor-

dance of music and tythm and thus it takes away the

onlooker's consciousness that he deals with or looks at a

show performed by deaf people. Here, I would like to return

to the exemples of the Olsztyn Pantomime and present the

way the troup members had to pass in order to reach the

planned aim - the desire of an "exit from the circle of

silence"0 I shall do it on the basis of the history of
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this troup activity. Thinking in the above said way and

on the basis of the above given motivation, while starting

to work with the troup, have chosen the pantomime as such a

kind of art to which, in my opinion, the deaf are most

predisposed and which, be-ng a theatre, provides the possibi-

lity to act upon a large circle of receivers. The purpose

of my work was to create a theatre not for the deaf but a

theatre about the deaf - a tribune from which the deaf

could speak about their problems by meant; of a show they

have created.

I considered that Poland has a sufficient amount of

theatres for the deaf, like theatres or ballet throups and

the Wroca.aw Pantomime, and therefore I looked for another

sense and task for the group. I got interesting observations

thanks to numerous visiting of the above mentioned theatres.

The receipt was quite ri6nt. The f rst premiere of the pan-

tomime show and the first public performances ascertained

my conviction of having found the right way.

The interest the audience showed for the pantomime caused

a numerous turncut of hearing people to our performances (in

total during 9 years we presented 112 shows for the Olsztyn

audience, the attention of which has been attracted to the

problems of deaf). The show has been evaluated as an interes-

ting phenomenon which in turn awoke the interest of creative

environment to the troup and its work. This resulted in a

film "In the circle of silenCe" produced by the'91anufacture

of Documental Films". The international success the film got

in Cannes and Florence, as well as its high estimation were

due to the acting of artists too. Amd this has given to the

troup the exit from the circle of silence. r&e film, and

then tne success of further premieres gave rise to 3 perfor-

mances of the troup at the television. They also got many

invitations to perform in other towns. Numeral performances

executed in Poland - there were 58 - won a big number of true

friends to the Ols,ztyn Pantomime due to its contents and artis-

tic value.
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We have met outstanding representatives of the artis-

tic world, the well-known ou*standing Polish artist

M. Cwikliriska, prof. J. Hryniewiecka, prof. B. KorLeniowski,

prof. A: Bohdziewicz - the creator of the Wrodaw Pantamime,

dyr, H. Tomaszewski, K..Krukowski and J. Jurandot. We have

had numerous meetings during which we got into contact with

pedagogs from the theatre and film school in Mdi and the

theatre school in Warsaw.

These meetings and the presence of the above mentioned

creators to our performances were a great experience for

the troup which provided the deaf with the feeling of self-

value and released them of the inferiority complex. These

meetings proved how very appreciated the work of the troup

was as also its artiptic and ideo-educational value. Many

of these contacts turned out into a permanent care and help.

At the moments when the artistic factor started to be

the main thing, when due to the film "In the circle of

silence" and after having obtained the reward of the Central

Committee of Coordination of the Ministry of Oultureand

Art, the demands to the troup rose and the help of experts

appeared to be necessary,as without it the troup itself

would not be able to attain a higher degree of development.

Disinterested help offered to the troup by the most

outstanding creators of the Polish pantomime - Mr. Haoma.

szewski and the care he took for the troup, are or priceless

value and they left a lasting trace on the artism of perfor-

mances. The meetings with Mr. H. Tomaszewski resulted in

a constant friendship of both theatres - the professional

and the amateur pantomime. The deaf recognized the Wroaiaw

theatre as their own and being created for them. They went

to the shows given by the WrocAw Pantomime to Krak6w,

WrocXaw, Warszawa. They were th'e host in the Olsztyn Panto-

mime.After each performance which always finished with

a meetin6 of both troups, they felt enriched by new

recognition values, new expressive means.
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The aim of reaching full social rehabilitation finding

its own and due place,in the community thanks to art which

acted on hearing people and was the' factor that educated

the personality of a deaf, has been gained at the Great all-

Polish Pestival of Kmateur Troupe in g6d6, 1964.

There, the problem of deafness was not the factor

influencing the estimation of the jury. The troup took

part at the competition under similar conditions as the

trcups of hearing artists, and it won, which was ascertained

by the press reviews, jury's estimation and that of the

audience. Apart of the word "deaf", the Olsztyn pantomime

was estimated as the most interesting phenomenon of the

Festival.

And suddenly, theee handicapped deaf with limited

predispositions and possibilities of life, the ones with the

misfortune of which one should synpathize, attain things which

are, according to them, unattainable. The film, the televiuion

are an independent theatre art, and, morecver, a kind of art

which can be interesting and which wins when competing with

hearing people under the same omnditions. All this cannot be

o: no significance as well for the approach of the environ-

ment of hearing not only in Olsztyn but in entire Poland

(everywhere were the troup made its way to) as for the

psyche of the deaf themselves, and especially the members

of the troup.

The approach of the authorities, employers, fellow

lodgers, work colleagues and of the entire environment got

.

changed. The deaf were looked at with esteem' as people for

which the unattainable things do not exist, and the fact

nobody in Oloztyn says "the deaf" but simply "ours from the

Pantom,me" seems also not to be without significance.

The deaf actively joined the life of the community

in our town and they certainly made their "exit from the

circle of silence."
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FORMS AND METHODS OF ,BAISING !THE CULTURE AND

SHAPING OF PERSONALITY 'or THE DEAF AND THEIR

CONTACTS WITH THE HEARING

/The Paper/,

-One'of.thelbasic-problems in our community is to

prepare every person to an independent productive life.

TheY task of the special pedagogics and education is to

return to the community life the people who lived on

its margin as a result of physical handicap.

But apart.fromlhe'preparation'of the invalid to

a useful work; to a full utilization of rights in the .

material and soc2al fields,' the need arises to prepare

q. deaf person to proper use of free:time after work

hours

EdUcation:as how to spend vacations and holidays

is one of the factors of progress.in the political, eco-

nomic and cultural spheres The effectiveness of this

kind of education,is dependent on the polit!ical, °cano-

nic, administrative, urban,' etc. factors. The culture

of spending leisure time is linked with the general

mode of life of a given person. In our opinion the time

of leisure devoted to the, all4ound and full deve:kop-'

ment of a deaf person becomes one of the basic compo-

nents of his personality. The mode of our everyday 2:ife

is a mode of active life, and not only in the professio-

nal field, but in the social and cultural aspects as

well.
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The.bas0 2'13401(ms-of leisure time are not only a

.sensible recreationlactiTity which in a most efficient

may restores-physical and phychical energy, but the per-

fection of a person by means of self44eaching metirds.

This is the more so necessary as the techni.cal civiliza-

tion in the present world makes ever speedier headway.

"Our life is not'only ton, but leisure as well". The

empty time or simply a passive rest do not give mutth

pleasure and,satistaction. What should do a deaf person

if he cannot even read and understand a printed word ?

If the interest in various aspects of life is mot awaken

in him or h&cannot satisfy it, if he does not take up

on his own initiative.the activity which would promote

his intellectual, physical, ethical,' technical and so,-

cial development ?

If he.has not attained the habit-of participating in

sporting games, dances or visiting museums, exhibitions,

going to theatres, watching televisionvif he has not

been taught to take'lltternst 4n the lit^ of hiS native

land, its nature, the oreations of human genius, and if

he does not feel any necessity of self-teaching ?

We, pedagogue', of special edUcation service are inte-

rested in the nothods and ways of introducing the deaf

into the work on,the raising of their own cultural level,

on the shaping of their personalkty. We thus are interest-

ted in their physicalemanual, intellectual and social

life and activity,:i For more than a dozen years we have

been conduct,ineobserv,tions and collecting materials in

the Polish Aa'sociationlof the Deaf. These stitterials con-

cerned the utilization by the deaf of the m'eans of mass

spreading of culture. We aim our activity in the,cultural

and educational work with the deaf at the attainment of

the state of affairs at which.the deaf were prepared to

the absorption of impressions connected with the creations

of arts and with the amateur.artistic activity, so as they
47

could be its participants and even co-creators.

If often happens that the deaf persons cannot express

their emotions and thoughts in the form of words, but they
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can do thattwith the help of their mimics gestures dance,

drawings or oven the works of art. We can awaken and de-

velop in them comprehentilye,interests;life by means of

viival arts.

I would'like to .informythiose present here about the

information and the.pronouncenients of the deaf people

which they i*ve imparted to me'in response to the question-

naire elaboratedlby me and entitled "Your Leisure Time".

Out of the Ihree functions of the holidaysx/that is-

rests games and developing activity ,theA,atter interests

me most, though all the,three functions usually overlap.

Observing the spantanous development of forms and tune-

ti:ons of leisurePtime I wills first of ails analyse the

ways of deepening knowledge bylthe deaf persons. The

questionnaire circulated among a number of selected urban

anit partly rural communities of the deaf has been regar-

ded as a criterion used for the assessment of the cultu-

ral and educational activity of the'Polish Association

of the Deaf.

The questlionnaire was filled by 150 deaf personss of

whom,120 graduated from special elementary, schools. Of

this number 76 finished,vocational sg6ols0 The elementa

ry school for the hearing was attended by 22 personssthe

school for people with insufficient hearing was finished

by 2 persons. St;veral people attended additional courses:

one person attended theiacgountant courses' one the avail'

val course'. Besidess', 20 petitions have a high school edu-

cations of whom 10 finished the general high schools 2 a

pre-war gimnasiums 3 teohnieal high sohools /of which one

person finished a phototechnioal high saigolifs 2 persons

finished a -commiircial schools one person graduated from

the extramural high school and one person passed high

sahool examinations.by the "extern" mithod94 ebtaining

x/ They are studied by thearitians like4offre Dumazedier
in Franges G. Prudienski in the USSR and Aleksander
Kamiliski in Poland.



thus a high School diploma. Among the mentioned above

22'persons 2 graduated from the higher school and 4 con-

tinue their studies at higher schools.

'Among the 130 persons embraced by the first part.of

the questionnaire were 44 women and 78 men, 8 persons

did.not mention their sex.:About 80% of Os people fil-

ling the questionnaire were from 18 to.40 years of age,

and 15% aboive-that age.

As for the budget of their time, it can be said that

the time spent in their professional work, the time taken

by the travel to and from ,the work, as well as the time

taken by home activities do not show great difference

from the similar data accessible from the information on

the time budget of the hearing.

The deaf devote from 2.to* 6 hours a day to the active

rest or self-teaching.. Among those who graduated from

vocational schools only a small part shows a steady syste-

matic interest in the lihnned deepening and broadening of

their knowledge. The slogan born.in England, this cradle

of self-tea'ching for grownups "Education during the

whole life" is a ieality in the life of to.!tdays Poland.

Poland is the couht)ry of the people who constantly learn.

This'is of considerable importarice.for our economicoo

cial and cultural life, influencing it very faVourably.

What are the data Eibout reading of the persons,whe

filled the que0ionnaire ? The press and periodicals are

read,' or using a more precises word, looked through by

all the perlions who have answered the questionnaire.jhey

mention the daily press,' the "World of the Deaf" gazette

and almost all the illustrated journals. Answering the

question what subjects'they like most they underline po

litical, economic, sporting themes; they also like hu-

mour. The majority also indicate that they read novels,

giiing data on the number of read books during the two

last years /for timnh separately/. This number varies from

2 to several score books. A part of the deaf do not answer

that question at all* Az for the column "the favourite
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author, book, hero",.they usually mention the names of

the classics of the Polish literature of the second half

of the 19th century anethe.beginning of the 20th century.

The titles of-the books.read are indicated by those who

finished special schools or by those who know them from

films they watchediThis includei "Pharaoh", "Knights",

"Ashes", etc. Among the authors"mentioned were Sienkie-

wicz, Prus, Kraszewski0Konopnicka, Orzeszkowa, teromski.

Among the contemporary wirters Morcinek and Meissner were

mentioned. AS for the foreign authors, the names were men-

tioned of Hemingway:, Tolstoy, London, May, Dumas, Sholo-

chov, Cooper, etc.The deaf with 4igh education emphasize

that any bliok does.not offers difficulties to them. They
4

give the names of Breza: Parnicki,,Kawalee. Among the

foreign writers their favourite
.

ones are Camus, Mauriaa,

Feuohtwanger;k The deaf who' studied together with the hea-

ring ones, are interested in various fields of science,

arts, etc, They are interested in the biographies of fa-

mous people, etc.

Among the painters they mention Goya, Lautreo and among

poets Mickiewicz, Slowacki and Boy-Zelenski.

The deaf have the need of writing and undoubtedly some

of them wish to .increase their knowledge. Some of the deaf

buy for their own mohey not only periodicals but books as

well; they visit libriiries and reading rooms. The sourco

of books'they borrow is usually the cultural club of the

deaf,' or their friends It sh;uld be pointed out, on the

whole, that among4he mentioned above 130 people not many

make use of books withithe purpose of deepening their

knowledge: Nobody mentioned, for instance, popular.scien-

tific literature, and only two people mentioned that.they

use dictionaries and encyclopaeditt. On the ether hand,

all the deaf with the high educOion continue ac.tive self-

instruction and self-teaching: Those who studied together

with the hearing emphasize that they obtained knowledge

in the same way as the hearing, that is, by reading and

understanding the oral speech of the speakers at home,



at School, etc. They seek to satisfy their intellectual

requirements.!They do this wi.th:the help of boo4s, museums,

manuals, periodicals, educational films, exhibitions, etc.

They also maketfrequent exclxrsions into the "unknown"

world. They can plan, organize and use their-leisure time

for that purpose.-Sixteen persons mention that they mas-

tered foreign.languages, in this four people, using a self-

instructor method,' mastered Russian, English, Serbian,

Slovak and Czech languages,%and at a school they learned

Russian, Ukrainiani French,' German and English. All these

deaf persons maiter knowldge on,their own initiative.

A part of the'deaf persons attendsA.octures, etc. Four

persons made use'of privaltely paid lessons only in mathemaT

tics, during their studies at a high school.

One of the daf persons out of the 130 covered by the

questionnaire, a woman 38 years of age, a tailor after a

3-year vocational school, supplemented a questionnaire by

the letter in which she writes that most often than not

she spends her leisure time in reading good books. She

states: "I owe all my knowledge to reading. Thanks to it

I can discuss with the hearing all the problems, and I can

say with pride that frequently I know more'than my cone-

agues with good hearing".

Analysing film and TV as a means of mass spreading of

culture as well as forms particulany accessible to the

deaf, it should be,poin:ted out that the majority among

the people covered by the questionnaire is for the foreign

films which have a simultaneous written tfranslation into

Polish. They like to watch"colotxred,' particularly panora-

mic, films. As for the TV they like to watch serial films.

Among the films which do not possess written translations,

they prefer to watch the ones whi.ch are based on books alrea-

dy read by theme The deaf like most westernsD criminal films

travel films, adventure,films, historical and geographical,

films, as well as passion films based on the books knama

to them.

The deaf with .the high school education add that they

are interested in documentary and psychological films as



"Les Maserables9 "Um* Cane", "Gold Fever", etc.

AA for the TV which they watch in their flats, at their

friends', most often at the clubs of the deaf, they like

most to watch film chroniele, sports events, fashion shows,

etnographical films, ballet and comedies. They also com-

plain that in the T- latest-news programmes they hafve dif-

ficultiestin undirstaiding the spolcen language. And they

suggest that TV should, at least once a we*, transmit a

programme in which spoken language in the latest-news pro-

grammes would be accompanied by the same text in a written

form. This concernes both the news about Poland and the

world.

Not many deaf persons go to professional theatresland

those who do so9 go there rather rarely; they mainly visit

ballet and pantomime theatres., Some deaf persons also men-

tion that they like comedy and variete theatres. One of

them emphasized: "I go to the drama theatres when they

stage plays whose'content I know from books".

In which surroundings do the deaf mostly spend their

leisure time? It results from the questionnaire that the

bulk of them spendstth4ir leisureltime'among relatives.

70% of those who answered a questiemaire are married and

#ave families.1 Only 13 persons among i50 wrote that they

do not like to siend their time with their families. As

many as 132 spend.their leisure time among the deaf, and

only 52 out of 150.questioned.said that they would like

to spind theirileisureitime with the Aearing. The majori-

ty of the deaf stated that they spend their leisure time

outdoors only during the walks, excursions, tourist events

picking of mushrooms, berries, etc. A part of the deaf

say that they spend their leisure time outdoors while

taking up someisport such as light athletics, water sports

football, shooting, skiing, skating, bicycle sport, etc.

To the question "Do you possess own transport means?"

some answered that they have bycicles, two wrote that

they have motor cycles, and two that they dream about own

motor cars.
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The majority took part in tourist xcursions, a part

of the deaf went,to workers'. holiday campe.-Two score of

the deaf visited Czechoslexakia, Bulgaria, the GDR, Ruma-

nia, Hungary,,the USSR, YugoSlavia and a part of the

deaf brainworkers visited Western European countries/

countries of the south Europe, Asia and North America*

Among the deaf covered by the questionnaire 22 persons

have small gardens, and a certain percent3ge, partioulany

those living in the countryside help to their family in

farm work. Many, mainly woman sew, knit, grow plantstetc.

during their leisure time. One of the deaf even runs the

breeding of highbreed rabbits.

Among their favourable modes of time-spending the

deaf mention danees including modern dances, as well as

waltz, tango, Polish folklore dances, etc.

As their hobby many of the deaf name tourism, sport,

television watohing, improvement of home interior, photo-

graphy, letter writing, collections, etc. The Utter ool-

lect post stamps; match9box labels, photos of actors and

actresses, famous sportsmen, post-toards, illustrations,

loured photos of capitals of countries, etc. One of the

deaf collects souvenirs, another old curiosities, one

folklore artistio products, two deaf persons collect me-

moirs of the deaf about their work and life.

The majority of those who mere given questionnaires to

answer are members of the Polish Association of the Deaf.

20 of them agtively participate in the organization of

events during the leisure4ime of the deaf and do some

social work* 50 persons inform that they belong to the oul

tural clubs of the deaf, ii that they belong to the tou

riot societies, 7 to sport clubs, 3 to a film club, 8 took

up photography, 6 persons belong to the pantomime ensemble,

3 are philatelists, 3 belong to a dancfle ensemble, 2 to a

TV blub, 5 tct a ahess clUb, 2 to a shooting club, 2 to the

Soelety of B99k Friendsrme to the protectors of relics

elub, 2 to the Countrys Deewe li.aague, 2 to the Pclish

Red Crosa, 2 the Club of DrNwings Enthusiasts; in all
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47 persons, that is about one third part of the deaf

questioned spend their leisUre time in an organised group.

All of the.questioned participated in, the social life,

but, as I have,already mentioned, mostly among the.deaf

persons only. Apart from personal cont4cts 1n private

houses, they also havc,them with their acquantances in

caffes and restauransbut muchaess frequently; usually

they have their social 'meetings at cltibs, culture houses

for the deaftetc.q 20% of the questioned participate in

the, trade unionscultural asso.ciations, political orga-

nlsatione, social assOclagony, etc, Better educaied deaf

persons organise usually more'variagated cultural and so-

cial events,mainly'for their failly and friends.

About 70% of the questioned hive good or relatively

good living conditions, and several people very good li-

ving conditions.

It can be said,on the wholevthat among 130 deaf per-s
.

sons answering the,first.type of a questionnaire only a

spall percentage have definite interests in some fields

of knowledge,or definite methods of mastering and dee-

pening this knowledge.1 On the other hand; the deaf with

the high school general ediAcation,1 that is all who studied
,

with the hearing,k have large and yarious interests nti

much differing from thselof,the people with normal hea-
1

ring,; They are'interestedtin ancient history; contempora-

,ry histgry, the historyof arts, literature, in politics,

achitecture 01 geology, technktue t ronat es 9 mathema-

tios, psychology,pedagogioi /and particularly in surdo-
,

pedagogies/, geography; law and even luguistics. As for

the methOdsiof obtaining and deepening kOwledge as well

as.its*oadening, they do not much.differ from th.ose

anaied by the people with normal bearing. This of course,

with the'exoeption,of the methods in which hearing has

the main say,,that is singing, music, radio, gramophones,

electric gramophones, tape recorders. But all the methods

which can be based'on visual technique are quite accessible

to the normally developed deaf people. One of the main
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keys for 'obtaining knowledge, cultureand art is the_ma-

storing by the deaf t of artioulat,ed speech and reading

speech from lips.11/14le imparting information to larger

numbers'of 'theldeaf pitople,' the articUlated word.oan be

supplemented for -the sake of 4clear sense, by d4ctilo-

graphic meansor by .ffign,language:, on the condition, of
course,' that the2signs aro known' to every deaf persons,

just as the Braille'alphabet` is known.to almost- all the

The'qUeation ."What ;tevoltsyou mos.tim was answered
mainly by the',.brain workttrs /for th.is qtestion was not
put in the'first type of questionn4ire/.' The answers
were : 10 the fact that the hearing do not radars sand the
deaf; 2.* the fact that ,the he4ring underestimate good
results of the: work .done by ithe deaf. 3. strange attitude
of the hearing -t,offards\the del!f; 4. difficulties in mai-
king the heving to understand the deaf and vice versa;
5. unpleasant 'atmosphi,re at work; 6. struggle for tho
maintaiiing 'of i!!the' normal' level ,of life; 7. conflicts

4

in the community;t 8: warsv 9.* failures in the personal
_ .

Affairs; 1.0.1 eoonomio situation; ii..bureauoraoy; 12.
egotisticyinclinations,of.the people; 13. ganeraI ai

tution; 14.:iwI17thing that ie bad;'15. one of the

deaf stated.that'he'is more troubled with the "deafness

'of the reasonthan with that of the ear".

/ shall oite'also -the sti,tements made by the two per-
2,

s.ons. who answered .the questionnaire /questionnaires
No 135 and Not136/:

have notedithe'fact which revolts me, this is
the prejudice of Some oftthe hearing to the deaf people,
even to thosepwho.attained,the,same level of intelli-
genoe,' or sometimes even surpass it. The hearing I speak
about do not realise that they can speak normally with
those of the deaf who h4ve learned normal articulated
speech and .that the deaf can read the meaning of the
words pronounced from !the slips; when they are talked
to by means of signs and primitive words they are being
pushed back into the ghetto. These people should
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4understand that only by speaking normally /but more care-
fully moving theirlips/ they can help the deaf who have
not yet achieved a good level of lip-reading; only in
this way can the deaf be brought into the active partici-
pation'in the*life of the community and can forget, at
least partly,;abouttheir handicap*.

2. "I would like to turn your attention to the fact that

among the normal-hearing people there live a certain num-
ber of stron-willed deaf people who managed to Study and

learn in normal conditions, who obtained a high or higher-

school diploma,. They are often used as guinea-pigs in in-

terviews, in pressconferences, etc, What is the result?

It is a pity that they are left to their own fate, without

any help, though they need it, The voice of these people

is a voice of man lost in the m.aze of ministries and so-

cial organisations, It is difficult to understand why

there are so few people who take interest in the fate of

thse graduates, in their life, their joys and sorrows,

And at the same time senior officials do not oppose to

those who waste time in'scientific-like theories, reforms,

etc.".

As there is not much time left I do not dwell on the

role of the amateur activities and the valuable results

of the spending of leisure time in the various types of

physical, intellectual, emotional and social line.

I would only like to emphasize their significance as com-

pensatory, de-frustration and rehabilitating factors,
4

This is the matter not of the fictional compensation of

real handicaps, but the meeting of the needs of the com-

munity. Prof0D,,Suchodolski defined that as the need of

reconciling with life. The need to attain the level of

cultural communication.of men with each other, And only

on that level will disappear prejudices and barriers be-

tween the normal-hearing and the deaf people, barriers

vbich have no right to exist in the really democratic

community.

Compensatory psychological emotions are provided to

the deaf by the participation in the excursions, tourism,
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*port, amateur art actiyities, technical amateur circles,

etc. Still too few deaf grownr-ups support the motto:

"Do it Yourself",' and only boy-scouts realise this motto
4.4

in their campus-lite.

The grown-up deaf people usually spend their leisure

time in line with their'vocationaland family interests,

that is book-binging, sewing,' produc,tion of fancy articles

made of leatheror metal. They often do this for utilita-

ry purposes,for inktancel'they repair locks, make keys

to them, breed rabbits, grow plaRte /on a small scale of

course/. It should also be pointed out that nobody in the

questionnaire answers mentioned the pigeon breeding, dog

keeping, as well as keeping of canaries or fish.

As tor the entertainment it is difficult to say what

kind of entertainment on'the basis of questionnaire do

prevail, particul,rly in informal cases out of the cultu-

ral clubsi associations and organisations.

I do not know to what extent the deaf people van avoid

the "margin" kinds of lAigure time spending /alcohol drin-

king, primitive flirting, etcW. But I know that sometimes

card playing bigomes a passion with some of the deaf, aad

familr?like exchange of news bicomes gospiping. It is not

very frequent that.theidiscussions of matches or playa or

films have been taking place.% In their local unions of the

deaf they usually speak about the e4ents taking place in

their localities or at work,- and still mare often they

speak about difficulties met in home, family, etc. It shpuld

also be stated .that the Apsociationof the Deaf in Poland,

apart from the care about the liying conditions of the

deaf, about their,vocational education, etc. spreads among

them the ideas of patriotism, citizens' duty to the mother-

land, cultural aspirations and improvement of educational

level.

It aims at the development of-various forms of book-

lovers clubs, film clubs, television clubs, eto. It makes

all the effort aimed at the more active participation of

the deaf in the various amateur artistic teams and clubs,



both in the field,of.visual arts and in other fields.

It is necessary to make all the endevours aimed at

the creationof more.suitable,conditions for the deaf

with the.purpose of their more active participation in

the social life of the communitye The deaf people can

be pulled outcompletely of.the."spiritUal deafness" by

means of well concthed cooperation with the workers in

the culturalp.educational: medical: mychological: so-

cial fields: with the workers in all the branches of

science and art.

As the work wasiennobling the leisure time in the

liast: so at present the well spent leisure time will

make.the work more-human. Culture becomee.the.source of

pleasure.and.entertainientf, LOve: arts: politics absorb

both intellectuals:, workers and peasants. The deaf will

not create a ghetto if they are given large possibili-

ties of'establishinecontacts with the hearing people;

if the conditions created will meet their need in satis-

fying amb1t1ens0A.f they.have the feeling of their.own

value and.dignity: and if all.this will be taking place

in the constantly .improving cultural,and social condi-

tions.

'It is necessary that the deaf people should not

4001y accomodate themselves to the communi.ty of the hea-

ring ones,*; but enter it. While contaqing them they will

get to know'them better and:' consequent.ly: will be more

interested.intheir life. And then.only the motto "The

Deaf among4she Hegring" will be fully realised /and

I would also add tolthe motto "And together with the

Hearing"/.

. I therefore suggest:

1/ To open a wide road'for.the deaf into all the schools:

organisations9 and institutions .open for the hearing;

2/ To conduct the control and cheek the existing statutes

of the Associations,of the Deaf;

3/ To conduct a constant research and information apti-

vity concerning not only the work of the deaf: but

the education and spending of leisure time by them.
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It is necessary to organise centres and branches of
institutions investigating the problems.of leisure time
spending by the deaf. The following commissions should
be organised:

I. The CommiSsion of.Sports and Tourism;

II. The Commission of Films,. TV and Cinematography, as
well as of Photography;

The. Visual 4rts Commission
IV, The Commission of Theatres, Pantomime., Ballet and

Dance;

V. The Commission of Technical and Polyteohnical Studies,
Craft and Breeding;

VI. Popularization of General Knowledge Commission by
means of publications, leaflets, etc./.
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THE ROLE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS FOR Xtb DEAF

IN A.HEARING WORLV

/Th6 paper/

This pape?...is concerned.with a.discussion of,the.role

that.a.sound.program in phomical education and.athletics

can play .in.Toomoting rapport between.the hearing tgpaired.

and-their hearing.societied. . Since the subject .is too.broad

to be properly presented in one short paper; only a summary

of importanP considerations .is possible..

It-sheuld be.stated.that the observations expressed.

herein:pre based,primarily upon philosophyl practicesl-and.,

conditions-currently existing in the:13380A.- It.is telt.that

the_best.approadh in reporting the results ot%these observe-

tiona-would be tv discuss briefly8. the general situation

of.the.deaf; some characteristics of the deaf; the aim o .

the phvysicaLedupation and athletic program; the.objectives

of such a program; and the recommended actiVities.

Situation

Me.major force in the present education of the

bearing impaited in the UoSo4op and fm that matte.Q througe,

hout.themorld; is the-philosophy of education held by

administrators... This philosophy in turn determines the

metbpd t2.be usedin educating the-deat. The.focal point

in ths.various systems of eduoation is9 orcourse9 the

prescribod manner of communication°



-Since there are several.methAs; ranging tram the.

strictly .oral.to some.incorporation_of.ths.manual; it is ,

no wonder that the.deaf and thoise asscoiated with,them are

.onused in .faetvone authority st0es that "ncne .of,the

methods.ourrently used' in Amerioan schools foirthe deaf

has produ9ed results which-encourage any optimise*

/49 pol3/0-.
_NonethelessT even if the pace is slows gadual_.

advaaces by_the deaf.are being.made.inAmerica9 sociallyp

eonamically,and educationally**, That they have mt yet

reached.the.,full level of their pttential is.granted0..

Etwover.9 efferts.are being made.in this direatim through

the4mpmvemenp.of.elementary ani segondary edu@atisn and

by the making of WNO kinds .f.higheg edugation available

to the qualified .deas :the, przgram in_liberal arts at

Gallau4et.Oollege,has been expandeds and soon_a.poogram.

in.tleanical.stu4ies.for the deaf will be offered at the.

Roohesp,er Institute of Technology; _Mention Oculd be made

t4at_th, gOneral_pabl.in'is graduall7.becorting aware of.the

contribupions that the trainei deaf can maks.in.businesso.

educationv and.goverame0'0- News med4 have played.an-impor-

taut part in educating hparing persons in.this regard;

.The deafe.becaucle of the nature of the heariag

difficulty and varicus.factors related to itp sustain 41

deaf souiety:0 T4.4 society is eften referred to.as

subculture8 the deaf intermarry cnd are 4herwice.

clo8el7.asso4ated in their soaial livec*The zmmmn

bond that unites this group.iso of oo=sep a hearing .

loss; sozlial needs and interests are satisfied through. ...

partioipation in the aotivitieo opcns ed by tIls uganizcu-

tion.

. ,The term suboultumj.is cffensive to the tpoaker

became it implies a sTabarmcl ooitt© The demi

intrinsioally below nsrmal only in their ability.ft hear*

The fact that studies show the7 are als4 rrnwrmal in

achievement is dne 'my often to the envqronmertal
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conditions imposed.upon.them by pheir hearing teac4ers and

the attitudes and pmactices of the hearing world in which

they live.* .

ps passing, it should be pointed out.that in mam.

ways the.deaf society cau help to-change these attitudes by

acting.as a bridge betweenthe.deaf:individual and his.

hearing society* This.organizationl the World Federation

for the Deaf, is ah exce4ent.exaMPle0

C. manteristics

_Pmpia antiquity to.ihe present, much misunderstanding

regarding the hearl.ng impaired.and related problem is evi4ent*. -

Trejudipos.and unfounded opinions are prevalent is all countriesc:

Contemporary educational practices04t seems, have tended to

perpetuate missonceptions..that in.turn tend to,retard the..

progress of-the.deaf:*. Many of,.the reported=c4racteristics

found in-literatuve may be attributed to unsatisfacagy,

educational programs* The oriticisms directed at the deaf
0,1ftottvlA ke 44:4^A 4e's VINArset qm^ovneviftet4Ulek 410^%, 4.1,4*1 A'AvirbeA4.42Nyt
0AJA0m.uu, ww 0.1.6a.A.41wm, auww.ww,appa.wwvo..loovaw vaaol wwoliwpmvaow440

Til.f4 following characteristicshave been reported;

4ow valid they are.will tot be debated here:

1; Normal.acquisition of language is hot possible

for the-deaf.* -The degree of hearins.loss and

age of onset are influencing factors; /2;4;6/ ..

2; Deaf.children tend bc be better adjusted if their

parents are deaf* /2, p*184/

3* language difficulties lead to sOcial difficulOes

These.problemmare refleoted.in relations. with

... parents, peers, and.society.in general. /9/

4. Bxtremes in behavior are noted; these range from

omplete withdrawal to violent utbursts of

tf. rage4;.=/20495/
50 Regarding edUcational advances the deaf appear

to be.from four to seven years behind their hear ng

peers. /8,.p.213/

6. Mbst-hearling 1.mpaired adulps use either the language

(4 signs o; the simultaneous method, signs, alphabet

and speech;', /2 1)119/



70 On-the basis.of three .studies /254 the

following traits are reporteds:-socitil-immaturityl

impulsive behavior;.egocentricityg-rigid standards

of behavleor.andretiquettev_and-cemtain defician.

cies with respect to abstracting and conceptional

/4/

80 Ohildrent-regardless of .the means of communica--

t ion used .in a.,particular,schoolv tend.to-aoramu-

'

.,

4cate manually when not supervised0../40.p013/

9; One-researcher /6/ found that the deaf are -

concerned more *ith the attitudes of their peers

than with those of authorities;
* ,OV.Wk Ampi 0.0.

....How much the traits mentioned are,influenced,by ina-

devote educational practices can only be surmised

Aim

.Traditionallyt physical education.and athletics

-have played an.important.role in the.education 02 the

hearing:* In the education of the.dpat;-this area is -

indispensab44:0_ It affords an.environment for learning...,

that-is unsurpasSed;. .Advantage must be taken of the man/

possible contributions that might result from participa-

tion.

The aim of a sound program should be:

To develop each hearing impaired.individual

to his optimum effectiveness; socially; physi-

cally; emotionally and intellectually; through.

the medium of physical education and athletics;

so that he.can achieve a wholesome personality

and live. successfully with both the deaf and

the hearing;

Li
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.0bgeattvt§.

The.aon@ept that the mind and body are separate

entities has.long-been abandoned0 One does not train.

the mind in the.clazsroom and the body in .the.gymnasium°

When a student comes to.a school, he should be treated as

a unit; his whole.person should be served; .This includes

the:sodialp.physical, emotional and intellectual aspects.

/7/0. Alphough_they are.all interrelated, for the sake of

dibcussion.they are described separately0__

.Socialo. At anytime when two.or.more persons-are

involvadAnzan.activity it becomes a social,experiance; :

and t4eNefore provides a situation for learning sudix things

as-hsnesty, cooperation, sportsmanship, and other desirable

wgys of.behavior. _ 42 t

.It has been.reported.that the deaf are.socially

immataQe.and.behave in antisocial-ways. This is not ne-.

cessarily ttrue; At Gallaudet College; no'marked differences

have beeu no'4d.between the.behavior of:the deaf and the

hearing in the physical education_environment; This may

be due to the faot that on:the playing field, olein the...

gymnastam o wimming pool, communication is not as criti-

cal as it.is in other. sipuatisns;

.It ehould be mentioned that the deaf social club is

an exgellent place_to learn acceptable behavior; It is

partic,Jularly desirable to hare the.plubs involve hearing .

people8 this promotes association, and in tarn understand

ingo_Sini)e bcth sexes al2e,irwlved9 proper social graces

faln be4earne40 In@identally,, the separation of boys and

girls.in dining rivsms; and classroom during adolescence

quostionalae pricticec;. What better.means is available

fcv4hem aoquiresocial understandings that could be

useful thrctighnv.t 4re. . 2 9 9 0

Ph, mica.° This topi3 was purposely not listed first

It.is an-important but by no means the,only contribution

reaulting.from physical educatton and athletics°. -If

leadership and program are-adequate,. physical growth and

develagment will be a natural outcameo



. .Recently9 the speaker became impressed with the

importance of the.image that the deaf person presentsto

society:0_ If he.is strong9 has skillo.good posturep.and a

generally attractive appearance9 he 1.s apt to be sooially.

acceptabl.e* The reverse is true if he presents a depress.n

ing picture0-.

.3M.otional; That some dear haw emotional problems9

in the light or their.educational and living conditions;-

is.understanclabpa; :Physical education and athletics have

much toA)frer in ameliorating minor maladjustments;,

totivity is.recognized as a catharsis for tensions*

The.classroomo with its artificial environmentg-is.-

a.woefUlly weak place to learn about lifet; The real.labc

ratory can be.the playing field and tha gymnasium where-

uninhibited.actions.reveal the true personality and compe-

titive.situations.provide a setting for the teaching and

the.learning or proper behavior'0, The Ethild tem does not

parbicipate in play is one for Whot theme should be the

deepest.aoncerdo.

.Competitive activities should be encourageds,. they

are essential to proper growth*:. Stress situationsg whioh

are,itherent in competition9 are experiences that can add

much to character and personality development*

Inte4ectudg,.. This term has reterenae to mgatal

ac4vities'that are part of any good program* .These can .

range.from-learning aspecific skill to he devblopment of

language and communication; .11earming the rules or a gamey

studying the strategy involvedp and learning the history

of a spo# are examplei..

. Such conaomitant disciplines as learning to,be,

punctualp to dreso properly9 and to follow.instruationo

can.00me almost autamatically rwom a properly coganized

physical-education programo

&-particularly distressing situation was report d

recently0- Hearing athletic teams in the vicinity cr a

school for the dear refused to play against the dear teams*



The-reason advanped -was 9 -!'we -have no fun -playing against a
team..that. does not-know_the basic rt.xles..of.the game. -It --
appears-as_lf_the teachers.and administrators in this parti-
cular instance demonstrated complete dereliction*

r

. In planning-activities, provisions should .be.made- to --
in4uda. all children0.- Even those excused .for medical reasons
should-be-assigned some-"duty, if only to watch others play
and reporp.what- was observed*. .4.

._Opportunitiet_should be-provided.for free play for
the very young., :For the adolescent, one should provides--

a* individUal -and- dual sports - tennis, badminton,
grmastica, etc*,

bo team sports - soccer, -basketball, ete**;
co rhythmics and all forms of dance, _

d.0 aquatics, swimming, _life saving., boating, -
e0 condition#g-activities for fitness, weight

lifting,9 _hiking9 exeraises:....
Where facilitl.es are . not available at institutions for

tlae deaf9. efforts should be made .. to use those . provided _for
the_general pub4c0_.. When-the _deaf go.to..public events 9

integration of the deaf and hearing becomes.natural;, . Also,
emphasis-should-be-made in schools on activities that will
be continued-throug4out_life0 _ 4

Many _deaf clubs-support athletic. teams* This -is an
exce4ent means of-co#inuing wholesome relations
hearing teams _after. schooling is completed*. - The Interne-
tiona:__Games:for-the -Deaf is an outgrowth of the needs of
the deaf..throughout- the ,world* .This competition has done
immeasurable good for .the deaf on the international -level;)

Because..the deaf are _precluded from enjoying.marg
recreational activities that depend on bearing; they_seem_.,
to have an-especially keen interest-in athletics* Advantage

should be taken-of-this interests outstanding.performers
should be invited to demonstrate"and explain skills; the
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deaf should-be-taken ta,sportthg-events.- This type of

exposure can serve as an educational medium.

.ConcludiRs.ptItement

Evidpnce-seems to indicate that the effectiveness

of conpemporary methods of educating the bearing impaired

is open.to serious doubt. Studies.also.sbow that the

intellectual.achievements and mental attitudes of .the deaf

often-devlate from those-of-the-hearing population'. In ..,._

view-of-thiEveituation, it-is no wonder that-same deaf_have

difficulty living.in a hearing society*. Physical education

and athletics provide-an environment-that-can.do much for

improving learning and in so doing tend to.bring about-a

natural integration of the deaf into the hearing world;
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF DANCE

TO TBE ANUSWENT OF THE DEAF

/The paper/

After a decade of teaching dance to tht deaf the spea-

ker feels that participation in this acttvity has much to

contribute to total eduwation in general and to personal

adjustment in. particular. This same feeling does not seem

to be shared by other educators, since inclusion of dance

into the curriaula for the deaf has either been ignored or

given but minimal attention.

Education is often described as a process that strives

to produce desirable chaAses in the behavior of individuals.

The development of a satisfactory personal adjustment should

be a primary consideration in any educational plan. An at-

tempt will be made in this paper to show how dance can be

of service in achieving this desirable end.

, That a serious problem of personal adjustment exists to-

day is recognized by educators both of the hearing and Of

the deaf. In regard to the general populatian, Cole and

Bruce feel that, "the public conscience had been awakened

to the number of immature wad poorly organized persons wm

were turning out in our schools" /39 3)0v/. Am for the desg9

Mylklebust states that, "the area of emotional adjustment

is one of the most negleCted of all problems in the psyak-

logy of deafness" /8, p0156/.

Personal adjiistment is conceived as an individual°m

characteristic behavior pattern as shown by the manner ir.
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which he generally reacts to situations. No single as-

pect of development - intellectual, emotional, physical

social - can be studied as aa entity; all are bound4to-

gether inextricably, and can be understoo only when vie,-

wed in relation to each other.

. Dance in this report is considered in abroad sense

as rhythmic body movements executed with cr withaat mu-

sic, and includes all dance forms from elementary rhytb.

mic play games through highly sophisticated creative

dances.

The four major components of ad4ustment - intelle-

ctual, emotional, physical and social - will be discus-

sed*in that order.

Intellectual

When one looks at the general scholastic achievement

of the deaf, he.sees a.depressiag pic.pure. They are re-

tarded from four to seven ye.ars behind their hearing

peers /4, p017/0 The primary cause of this situation

is that deafness interferes with normal acquisitian of

oral and written language, and the third language to

which most deaf resort - the language of signs - has in-

herent limitations as far as intellectual development

is concerned.

The results of same studies have indicated that the

deaf are weak in concept formation and ia ability t

think in abstract terms /4,8/0 There is much reasan to.

surmise that these differences may be due to linguistic

defficiencies.

In general, it can de stated that there is a close

correlation between unsuccessful adjustmeat and lack of

intellectual development.

Dance experience can contribute much to ths intel

lectual development of the deaf. Purposeful motor activ

vity should be instrumental in promotirig physical growth

and development, and furthermore, "physical efficiency

and the efficiency of learners are closely related"

/39 100174/0



Rowan states, "that for children language and movement

go.together" /90 p010/0 Tho danco.setting.is ideal for.tho

in#oduction of new concepts, words, principles; tho rela=

led environment encourages oral practice° In this regard,

Dro De Sa foels thatv "the rhythm in movements of the body

developed in association with qualities of music eventual-

ly becomes the rhythm of speech" /8v p01075/0

As for conceptual improvemettv "an children work with

rhyphm patterns in movement, understanding of number con-.

cepts will evolve" /9, p02/. AS for dealing in tho abstract,

anvyone who has taught dance movement is well aware of:the

principle that.for any movement to become dance it must bo

"abstract", othenwise it is tot dance°

Altshuler /1/.and Levine /!It/ have reported tho following

emotional problems in the deaf populationg 1/ throughout

school years the deaf children resort to frequent outburst

of rage; 2/ they demonstrate frequent frustration patterns;

3/ they seem to possess marked emotional immaturity; and

4/ they appear to be egocentric° It might be interesting to

note that a study by the New York State Psychiatric Institu-

te revealed that the deaf felt that hearing people tended

to dislike, pity and misunderstand, thea /59 p0129/0

A medical doctor, T0E0Shaffer, makes a statement that

suggests a general antidote for tho negative traits attri-

buted to the deaf: "the need for activity is present from

earliest infancy, but it is heightened ia adolescente0 I be-

lieve, musaular activity, creative, or agressive, is a mt-

chanism for relief from stresses and anxieties which occur

at this time0000 and he needs to have release through acti-

vity" /8, p036,7/0

Dance has long been recognized as an effective means

for the reduction of tensions° Although the min responsibi-

lity of the school is instruction and, not therephy, it is

,obviausly desirable to gain concomitant therapy by provi-

ding an environment vberl students can externalizo feelings,

belies9 and fears through dance°
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Physldal
1Physical development of the deaf is generally normal,

so no great special problems resulting from deafness af-

fect this aspect of adjustment. However, proper physical

development is important for its beneficial effects on

other adjustment components of either the hearing or the

deaf. Even if "full physical stature does not guaranpee

intellectual and emotianal maturity" /3, p007/9 still;

"personality depends on. the properly functioning bodvma-

chine" /p.560/0 It may be added that physical deviation:.

from the normal can cause emotional problems. The teacher

has an important role here, not only to be competent in

dance, byt.to be aware of possible causes that might lead

to maladjustments.

It is imperative that the student make an effort to

acquire proficiency; no one wants to dance or socialize

with a persaa whois.not skilled. It would seem reasonable

to think that a skilled deaf person would have fewer man.

tional problems and be more acceptable socially to both

the deaf and the hearing.

The human body should be considered as the outer as-

pect of personality, for it is the agent through which

we receive impressions from the external world and by which

we communicate our meaning for it is only in art that

all aspect of maa's complex nature are united in expres-

sion!' /2, p.207/0

Social

The social life of the deaf is greauly affected by

their degree of facility in communication. Because very

often language deficiencies interfe.N with normal relations

with the hearing, they turn to other deaf in order to sa-

tisfy social needs('

Since deaf people tend to feel tt hearing people

"dislike, pity, and misunderstand them" /5, p.129/9 it is

no wonder they seek the company ar other deaf. Some wri

ters refer to this situation as a subculture, implying
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that it is a formof isolation fram the hearing society

that is presumably. undesirableo The speaker, on the con-

trary, feels that it serves a useful.function in .the lives

of the deaf by permit,ting thea to gain social experienoe

with their peers() However, he believes that the deaf should

not mingle solely with one another; social experience with

the hearing is also.neededo

Here again, dance can help() Throughout history expres-

sed himself through danceo Since it involves groups of

people, it becomes a social.experienceo

That the deaf enjoy dancing and have achieved a high de-

gree of success as dancers has been demonstrated at Gallaudet

College() A group of deaf student danceers has traveled all

over the UpS0A0 and Canada and has appeared on national tele-

vision in both countrieso One eau see.the tremendous effect

this type of exposure has on the deaf participantss they

seem to be more socially at ease with hearing people; tenden .

cy toward isolation is negated; they are enriched,tbrough new

educational experiences() Within the group as it.functi:ons

in practice sessions, in travel and in performance, many so-

cial lessons are learned() Positive social outcomes result

from exposure to and. participation in danceo

In this paper the speaker has pointed out the possible

beneficial effects of dance pn the intellectual, emotional,

physical and social components that in their sum make up

personality adjustment()

.These thoughts are ably and succinctly expressed by

HoDoublen as followss "of all the arts, dance is pecIliarly

suited to such a fulfillment of personality0 It serves all

ends of individual growth; it helps develop the body; it

stimulates the imagination mad challenges the intellect; it

helps aultivate an appreciation for beauty; and it dAppeD5

and refines the emotional natureo" /2p p0207/0

Thus the speaker contends that the danceishould not be

considered simply as an en in itself but as an effective



means of assisting the deafindividual to live in harmony

with himself, the deaf, and .the hearing.

In closing, your attentioa is invited to part of a

poem written by a deaf girl that expresses her feelings

towards dance:

..* I feel the rhythm of music in my soul.

I dance, and knaw I'm master of the art*

For dancing is like music on the whole,

They give both joy and solace to the heart.

Thea let me murmur not, with laving care

God made me feel His music everywhere."

/7, p.207/
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